Press Release
IIP slips into contraction after 18-months
Global headwinds pose downside risk to our growth forecast of 7.2% in FY23
India’s Index of Industrial production (IIP) registered a contraction for the first time in
18 months of -0.8% YoY in Aug-22 from an expansion of 2.2% YoY in Jul-22. While the
erosion of a favorable statistical base played a major role in the decline of the
headline growth print, the overall impact got exacerbated by two consecutive
months of sequential contraction in momentum. As such, the index declined by -2.3%
MoM in Aug-22 vs. -2.9% MoM. While this looks worse than the pre pandemic historical
average expansion of 0.2% seen in the month of August, it is seen that the sequential
output trajectory in the monsoon months is inherently volatile and can’t be taken as
an indicator of a particular trend.
While the loss of momentum in IIP is broadly in line with certain high frequency
indicators such as exports, core infrastructure index, fuel consumption and PMIManufacturing Index that registered moderation in Aug-22, the contraction came in
as a surprise given ours as well as the market expectation of a modest expansion of
~1.7%-2.0%. On a cumulative basis the IIP in Apr-Aug’22 has expanded by 4.2% as
compared to the corresponding pre-pandemic period of FY20 with investment
related production consistently outpacing consumption oriented production.
On industry side, mining and manufacturing registered a contraction, however,
electricity output posted a modest expansion. While the high power demand amidst
significant heatwave drove the output for electricity higher in the months of AprJun’22, the onset of monsoon eased the demand causing the output to ease in the
months of Jul-Aug’22. The adverse impact of monsoon seasonality has also clearly
been reflected in the mining activities with the output declining in a sequential
manner after reaching a peak in May-22. Manufacturing sector also contracted for
the first time in 18 months by 0.7% YoY in Sep-22 with just 8 out of 23 manufacturing
industries recording an expansion. On sub-sector basis, production of leather & leather
products, wearing apparels, paper products, transport and electrical equipment
have been trailing in deep negative in Apr-Aug’22 as compared to the pre-pandemic
period of Apr-Aug’19.
On the use-based side, Investment oriented production, captured by Capital Goods
and Infrastructure & Construction Goods, continues to remain relatively healthy
amidst government’s capex push. On the other hand, consumption oriented
production, captured by Consumer Goods, has been weaker in comparison amidst
uneven demand recovery. Within the consumption basket, there is evidence of a
divide between urban and rural consumption. Recovery in urban consumption
continues to power ahead (captured by 14.5% YoY growth in Consumer Durables
during Apr-Aug’22) even as rural consumption paints a sombre picture (captured by
-1.9% YoY growth in Consumer Non-Durables during Apr-Aug’22). Weakness in rural
demand can be associated with elevated rural CPI inflation, sizeable run-up in agriinput costs and an uneven distribution of rainfall more recently.

That said, strong improvement in manufacturing capacity utilization which stood
juxtaposed with robust central government capex during Apr-Aug’22, festive heavy
H2 FY23 along with lingering pent-up demand, and moderation in commodity prices
could help support the industrial activity in H2 FY23.
From growth perspective, we maintain our FY23 GDP growth estimate of 7.20% as of
now. However, emergence of downside risks especially on account of the
anticipated global growth slowdown, need to be under close watch.
Says Suman Chowdhury, Chief Analytical Officer, Acuité Ratings & Research “The IIP
print in Aug-22 at a contraction of 0.8% YoY has been somewhat a negative surprise
although it reflects the impact of seasonality in some of the sectors like mining during
the monsoon months and the global headwinds which has had an effect on the
export orders of manufacturers. This is the first annualized contraction in IIP in eighteen
months and also reflects the absence of the base statistical advantage that had been
inflating the recovery momentum earlier. On a cumulative basis, however, the
industrial output has grown by 7.7% in Apr-Aug over the corresponding period in FY22.
The production in the motor vehicle (auto) sector has been higher by 23.7% in Aug by
23.7%, reflecting the expected pickup in demand. We would need to wait for some
more data points before any meaningful conclusion on the deeper impact of the
global headwinds on the Indian manufacturing sector.”

Annexure
Table 1: IIP growth at a glance: August-22
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